
Dear Gary, 	 5/19/62 

If you sent mo an advance xerox of your ICI VIs8 article, thanks, because it 

was a timely reminder. The mailed copy came today and I've begun to read it between 

other ohores. 

If I didn't tell you, on appeals ineithe Dallas/New Orleans FBI field office case, 

the FBI was directed to provide me with copies of all "films" and "tapes." I've gotten 

very little. I've been busy preparing a long affidavit to content their allegationn, 

really deliberate lies, and as tapes I included the police tapes, which were not 

provided, not even mentioned in their accounts, primitive as that was. 

This was a long affidavit. It teak much time. Besides, I still have to spend 

=mimeo walking in a local mall, where I can sit down when I must, which is often. 

So it took longer and I got farthur behind in many things. Now that I've gotten the
 

affidavit to '4im, I'm trying to catch up. 

I don't recall what I got pertaining to those tapes. 	check ray subject file
. 

But I'm undef the inpreseion that you chocked it and got copies of anything that 

aoemed interesting. 

I think it may be important to be in a position to make as good a fight as 

possible to get the Fero copies. Please bear this in mind because Jim nay want 

some help. Or I may need it in just arguing with them. 

For his information, it would be a good *I idea to provide him with a printed 

copy of the article nether than the xerox I can make because he may get to a point 

where ho might want to use it. His office adereaa is the same as Fensterwald's, 

1000 Wilson Blvd., #900, Arlington, Va. 22209. 

On page 6 you have a paragraph on "pummeling aspects." Not likely puzzan[;. 

There is much about which Dallas FBI did not furnish any info to Washington and 

they always had back than eels. Remember, they didn't mend the Bronson film. 

But they did not dare let the Commission knew that they had what they did not 

provide. So, they made the trannoripts from their good copies and want through t
he 

motions by sanding an agent there to waste what appeared to then to be enough time. 

Theydid this with the Moorman pictures. They kept sending agents hock to get 

them for the Commiseion, but they made their own °olden, and never iacluded this in 

what waseent to FBIHQ for the Commeazion. I knew this and had alleeed it, but I 

just came across their "bulky" in ehich they have =Naxos of the backs of the two 

copies they made. (N ref. to third, or the first of the three. 

There mey be other reasons for being prepared. I think it is likely that 

Stokes and Blakey will want to try and prep see crone rebuttal of the NAS report.
 

I understand that no copies are available and that they provided copies only to 

the list they prepared. I've net heard of anyone having a copy. I'd like to go 

over it. 

If anyone wants to go over the Dallas comnunicationa index of the voluwes of 

the main files to sect if there is a record of the sending of any tepee to FBIJe, 

they are welcone. Mark can now get up hero via Kevin, whose car is (It{. They wore 

here for moat of a day a couple o weeks aeo. I'm not able to do it for you beeauee 

I'm not able to do much file marching:3 at all. 

In cemeeing my subject file I find that as Doan as I could after getting out of 

the hospital, on 5/11/81, I sent Earl, for you also, copies of a series of the most 

provocative records I'd just gotten from the FBI after apecal and on this subject, 

iecluding notes of the adentAs interview with Bowles. Many of the ontties sh
ould 

interest you. Confirms that the H21 got tapes, says that the caption has a "second 
oration" copy at home. 11311e first generation copy. Earl was to have made copies 

g) 



for you people and to have returned my °epic:in via George Lardner. I hive no record 
in this filo of their return. 

If you and/or Earl do not have these, lot so know and I'll,sond them after 
milking copies. 

One machine wan a dictabelt, AMC Nod  5 30 min belt, and under this the 
notation "Gray Audiograph." Another part of the notes says Ch. 	Dictabelt; 
Ch. 2- Gray. There is a difference in the time noted after each, followed by the 
note, "Should take both together." 

Another note "F El played with the belts trying to transcribe them." 

Others: "First ooey would have been reel to reel." 
"mole transcript from belt." 

Apparently the Grey was a dine machine, on Channel 2. 'torn badly. 
The interviewing SA's name is withheld. I think it wns Grey. Did Bowles tell you? 
There are other notes I'd rather have you interpret for yourself, or decide if 

they have any significance. 

A report by this SA to FBIBe in the form of a WM is B9-43-10553 and Earls 
has that, too. It also refers to the Gray and sayn that both discs and belts were 
provided t o the FBI, "a few days after" the assasaination. It does not say copies 
and by inference is the originals. 

They say that driving the motorcycle over a manhole cover cceatee a noloe 
/Jee a chime or a bell. 

There is no reference to any earlier FBI records that are pertinent, like 
wattl; the discs, belts and leollennak tapes. Not unlike the FBI because the Lini is 
intended for distribution and the eerie= records apeerently they do not want to 
distribute elcieg with the MCA fem. 

I foiled a note re erring to what may be only a now teanscripto, eeaning a new 
eepy, but the records to which it refers are in a bottom drawer and I ten seer& 
there only briefly, sans. I did check the dates and I found no file folder bearing 
the into of disclosure to me,, 10/10/130. I'm inclined to believe that if it soemed 
Interesting, rd have sent it down there. 

I'd coupletely forgotten that Ch 2 was on disc, but I know it was known and in 
the WC stuff because I have it in py earliest writing. I've seen no recent reference 
to a disc as the origin 1. and certainly it is, which I think gots to what you are 
getting at, that the bolt could not be original for Ch 2. They had the same setup, 
according to the MK, with recording on eh 2. II therefeee seems that they had to 
duplicate it by rerecoretee wit was audible on playback. 

PIease esoune the haste, and typos. I'm trying to clean up after no font; a eericd 
of working on a long affidavit and the stack in still eiscourageng. 

Best wishes, 


